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Welcome address
Dear Delegate,
Welcome to the Research Students’ Conference (RSC) in Probability and Statistics
2017 in Durham. This is the 40th RSC and we are very excited to be your hosts this year.
The RSC is a large annual conference hosted by PhD students for PhD students from
all areas of Probability and Statistics. As a student conference, RSC provides a traditionally, friendly, and relaxed environment to discuss research and exchange ideas. It is our
hope that you will not only walk away from the RSC this year with brilliant thoughts,
but also new experiences, new contacts, and perhaps life-long friendships.
For many of you, this is your first time in Durham and a good opportunity to see the
local area in a fun and relaxed environment before many of you return for the APTS week
later in the year. We hope you take this opportunity to explore this vibrant historical city
as well as meeting many of the students who live and have come to love this wonderful
part of the North East.
In this booklet you will find all the information about the RSC this year, from the
conference programme, talks schedule, social events to details on your accommodation.
Additionally, the organising team members will be present at all time during the conference to answer any questions you may have or to simply ensure that you having a great
time.
We would like to take this opportunity to give special thanks to our distinguished
guest speakers, Prof. Denise Lievesley, Prof. Nicholas Bingham, Prof. Michael Goldstein
and Dr. Peter Avery, for taking the time to be here and share their wisdom with us.
Moreover, we would like to thank our sponsors, whose generosity makes this conference possible and the efforts of Event Durham, the administrative team in the department
here in Durham and all the academic staff who have supported us in the organisation.
We would finally like to pass on our best wishes to the next RSC hosts at the University of Sheffield, who will no doubt be eclipsing our efforts in 2018! We are also currently
looking for the host of RSC 2019, so if your team is interested, please come and talk to
us for further details. It really has been good fun and is really important to keep this
conference going from strength to strength.
We sincerely hope that your stay will be as pleasant as it is for us to host you.
With our best wishes,
The RSC 2017 Organizing Committee

Timetable of events
Tuesday 18th April
12:30
Registration and coffee (CLC407)
14:00 - 14:40 Check in to college accommodation
(Collingwood college - leaving from CLC407)
15:30 - 15:45 Welcome to RSC (CLC013)
15:45 - 17:00 Plenary talk, Dr. Peter Avery (CLC013)
17:15 - 18:30 Castle Tour (pre booked only), Pub or Evensong at Cathedral
18:45 - 21:00 Dinner (Ask Italian)
21:00 - ...
Pub crawl
Wednesday 19th April
08:00
09:30
11:20
11:40
12:40
13:30
15:20
15:45
17:20
20:00

-

09:00 Breakfast (Collingwood dining hall)
11:20 Session 1
11:40 Coffee break (CLC407)
12:40 Plenary talk, Prof. Denise Lievesley (CLC013)
13:30 Lunch (CLC407)
15:20 Session 2
15:45 Coffee break (CLC407)
17:20 Session 3
20:00 Poster and Sponsor session with wine and nibbles (CLC407)
...
Quiz and games night (Collingwood bar)

Thursday 20th April
08:00
09:30
11:20
11:40
12:40
13:30
15:20
17:15
18:00
18:30

-

09:00
11:20
11:40
12:40
13:30
15:20
17:00
18:00
18:30
23:00

Breakfast (Collingwood dining hall)
Session 4
Coffee break (CLC407)
Plenary talk, Prof. Nicholas Bingham (CLC013)
Lunch (CLC407)
Session 5
Coffee and second chance for Posters (CLC407)
Castle Tour (pre booked only), Pub or Evensong at Cathedral
Reception at Durham Castle
Castle Dinner and Ceilidh

Friday 21st April
08:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:30

Breakfast and checkout of rooms (Collingwood dining hall)
Plenary talk, Prof. Michael Goldstein (CLC013)
Closing session
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Map of Durham

Note: Collingwood college is in the yellow circle, the Calman Learning Centre (CLC) is
in the red circle.
3
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Help, information and telephone numbers

Accommodation - Collingwood College
Address: Collingwood College, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LT
Lecture Theatre Address:
Calman Learning Centre, Durham University, Stockton Road, DH1 3LE
Committee contact:
James McRedmond: 07784803623
Emergency Numbers: If fire, police or amublance services are required, dial 999 first!
Then University emergency number: +44 191 334 3333.
Taxi Firms:
JD’s taxis: 0191 378 2555
Stanley taxis: 0191 383 2905
Sherburn taxis: 0191 372 3388
Paddy’s taxis: 0191 386 6662

3

Facilities and transport

We hope to provide all the food and drink required for your stay here in Durham, but
should you need to get in some snacks there are a few options. The nearest shop to both
the college and lecture theatres is Dunelm stores, opposite the student union, in E4 on
the map, in the green quarter disc after Church street meets Hallgarth street. However,
there are many options in the town centre, near Market Place - D2/D3 on the map. Here
you will find options for coffee, take aways, a tesco, pharmacy and almost anything else
you may need.
We provide the numbers for the university’s taxi partners, they will take you to the city
centre from the college accommodation and should cost about £5. The walk is only 1525 minutes, depending on where in town you start, however we urge you to stick to the
roads, say South Road, Church Street and New Elvet instead of using the paths down by
the river when returning to the college after dark.
If you need directions, or have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask any of the
team, we are more than happy to help you out!
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The RSC 2017 team

The committee members will be wearing purple polo shirts. Please contact them if you
have any questions.

Sam Jackson
Themistoklis Botsas

Iman Al-Hasani

Chak Hei Lo (Hugo)

Ben Lopez

Junbin Chen

James McRedmond

Nawapon Nakharutai (Pla)
Marcelo Costa
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The city and university

Durham
Home to a UNESCO World Heritage site, Durham boasts heritage, beauty and convenience, being only a small city everything is easily accessible. With the city situated
on the River Wear, Durham offers extraordinary beauty, featuring old buildings, narrow
cobbled streets winding their way around the rocky peninsula leading up to the majestic
Norman Cathedral and Castle.
Durham is a small and compact city, and everything is within easy walking distance.
With a multitude of cafes, bars and restaurants, museums, gardens and churches there is
plenty to explore. Just minutes from the bustling centre, you can enjoy the tranquillity
of leafy riverside footpaths along the banks of the River Wear, or the changing seasonal
displays at the Botanic Garden. The Oriental and Archaeological Museums hold fascinating collections of international significance, as well as offering key insights into local
history.

Durham University and the Statistics and Probability Group
The Statistics and Probability research group carries out research in a wide variety of
research areas. Our interests range from probability theory, through statistical methodology and computation, to substantive applications in many different fields. The interests
of the group cover a wide range of topics associated with statistics and probability. Here
we give a brief description indicating a few main topics of interest.
Areas of particular research interest in Statistics include:
Bayesian statistics, with specific expertise in Bayes linear methods and uncertainty
quantification for computer models; Nonparametric statistics, including smoothing and
predictive inference; Statistical modelling of structure, geometry, and shape; Foundations of statistics and decision theory, with specific attention to generalised uncertainty
quantification including imprecise probability; Applied statistics for large-scale applications in a wide range of contexts, which include: banking, cosmology, digital commerce,
energy, ecotoxicology, food saftey, image and biomolecular data, petroleum and other
engineering, reliability, risk assessment, and systems biology.
Areas of particular research interest in Probability include:
Stochastic processes and their applications, including Markov processes, random walks,
processes in random media, and self-interacting processes. Complex stochastic systems
and phase transitions, including random fields, percolation, processes in random environments, polymers, interacting particle systems, and other models inspired by statistical
mechanics, biology, chemistry, etc. Random structure and geometrical probability, including random networks, random graphs or hypergraphs, and combinatorial structures
constructed on random points in space.
Find out more on:
https://www.dur.ac.uk/mathematical.sciences/stats/
6
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6.1

Accommodation, meals and entertainment
Check in

Accommodation will be at Collingwood college. On arrival, please report to the registration desk in the Calman Learning Centre. You will not be able to check into your room
until after 14:00 on Tuesday 18th April. We will escort delegates to the accommodation
at regular intervals until 14:40. Luggage can be brought into CLC013 for delegates who
do not have time to check in before the plenary talk and there will be time to go to the
accommodation before the meal at Ask for these delegates.

6.2

Collingwood College

One of the ’hill colleges’ in Durham, Collingwood is within a short walk from the Mountjoy
site (or science site as it is known) where the conference will take place. Accommodation
is in single en-suite rooms in the Cumbrian wing. All bedrooms are comfortably furnished
with a work station, a study lamp, and generous storage.
For the conference, we will have access to the college bar which will be open for us on
the Wednesday night, on the Tuesday and Thursday events in town dictate that we will
look to visit some of the local pubs after dinner.

6.3

Meals

Breakfast (Wednesday, Thursday and Friday) will be provided in Collingwood dining hall;
only full delegates are entitled to breakfast.
Lunch, coffee breaks and the poster session wine and nibbles will all be taken on the top
floor of the Calman Learning Centre.
Dinner on Tuesday is in Ask. You have pre-ordered your food, please note, drinks are not
included and will need to be bought yourself. We advise you bring cash for this purpose,
there are cash machines on the way to the restaurant.
For the castle dinner on Thursday, wine is included but again, any further drinks from
the bar are not included and so it will be preferable for delegates to bring cash if they
desire.

6.4

Organised entertainment

During the week there are a number of organised activities for delegates.
The castle tours have limited spaces, so if you requested to attend this event, we will have
assigned you either the Tuesday or Thursday to attend. At these times, the cathedral
has a public evensong service and so the meals have been planned to allow any delegates
who wish to see the cathedral the chance to do so in these timeslots.
For Tuesday night, we will go to some pubs or bars in the town. Specific options will
depend on the number of delegates interested, and may require us to break into two
groups. We will of course accompany a group back to the accommodation after the meal
if this is required.
The entertainment on Wednesday will be in the college bar, where we will go after the
poster session and on Thursday in the castle where the meal will have taken place.
7
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Instructions

7.1

For chairs

• Please arrive at the appropriate seminar room five minutes before the start of your
session.
• A member of the committee will help you set up the projector and will provide a
USB stick, a laser pointer and markers for the whiteboards.
• Should you have any problems please contact one of the committee members —
there will be a committee member in each session.
• ‘5 min’, ‘1 min’ and ‘stop’ signs will be provided by the members of the committee.
• You should clearly introduce yourself and each speaker in turn.
• Talks are 15 minutes in duration with 5 minutes for questions and changeover of
speakers.
• It is very important that we stick to the schedule. Therefore please start the session
on time, use the ‘5 min’, ‘1 min’ and ‘stop’ signs to assist the speaker in finishing on
time, and make sure that questions are not allowed to delay the rest of the session.
• If a speaker fails to show, please advise the audience to attend a talk in the alternative seminar room. Do not move the next talk forward.
• After each talk, thank the speaker, encourage applause, and open the floor to
questions. If no questions are forthcoming, ask one yourself.

7.2

For speakers

• Each seminar room will contain a computer, data projector, laser pointer and
white/black board.
• Presentations must be pdf (ideal) or Powerpoint (ppt or pptx) files. No other format
is acceptable. We do not support Macs.
• Arrive at least five minutes before the start of the session, introduce yourself to the
chair and, if you have not sent your slides beforehand, load your presentation onto
the computer.
• A member of the committee will launch your presentation.
• Should you have any problems, please contact one of the committee members —
there will be a committee member in each session.
• Talks are strictly 15 minutes plus 5 minutes for questions. Anyone going over this
time will be asked to stop by the chair.
• Your chair will let you know when you have five minutes and then one minute
remaining for your presentation.
8

7.3

For displaying a poster

• Posters should be A0 (or smaller) and landscape.
• The poster session will be held in the top floor of the Calman Learning Centre at
18:00 on Wednesday 19th April.
• We aim to put the posters up as early as possible. It would be preferable if you
have a poster ready to give to us when you arrive for registration.
• During the poster session, it is advisable to be near your poster in order to answer
questions from interested participants.
• Please ensure that your poster is removed by 10:00 on Friday 21st April if you wish
to keep it. The boards will be collected by University staff shortly afterwards and
we cannot guarantee posters will be redeemable after this time.

8

Prizes

The three best talks and the best poster will receive the opportunity to present at the
Royal Statistical Society Conference in 2017, as kindly offered by the Royal Statistical
Society. The prize will be in the form of free registration for the conference for each of
the four winners and the opportunity to present your work at the conference. Important:
Please note that the RSS 2017 Conference will be held 4th-7th September 2017 at University of Strathclyde in Glasgow. Please be aware that you may be required to be free
to travel on the 4th September to Glasgow if you are a winner.

9
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Plenary speakers

Dr Peter Avery
Senior Lecturer in Statistics, Newcastle University.
Abstract to follow.

Prof. Denise Lievesley
Playing in other people’s back yards
Principal of Green Templeton College, Oxford University.
Denise Lievesley has worked a wide range of different statistical and
managerial positions in the UK and in international agencies. She has
made a number of ‘right angle turns’ in her career. She will talk about
what she has enjoyed and what has motivated her, and will share
some of situations where she would, with the benefit of hindsight, have
made different decisions. Overall her career has been great fun and
Denise will illustrate this in her talk with some examples of the wonderful statistical challenges she has tackled in her – very applied – work.
Professor Lievesley is currently Principal of Green Templeton College
of the University of Oxford. She has campaigned for evidence to be
used as the basis for the development of sound public policies within
the UK and more widely. Before joining Oxford, Professor Lievesley
was Professor of Social Statistics and Executive Dean of the Faculty
of Social Science and Public Policy at King’s College London. She
was the founding Chief Executive of NHS Health and Social Care
Information Centre; and served as Director of Statistics at UNESCO
where she established its new Institute for Statistics, Director of the
UK Data Archive, and a special advisor at the African Centre for
Statistics of the UN Economic Commission for Africa, Ethiopia.
Professor Lievesley is very active in various professional associations in
relation to statistics. She was President of the Royal Statistical Society
during 1999-2001, and President of the International Statistical Institute during 2007 - 2009, the first ever woman to hold this office. She
was also President of the International Association for Official Statistics
during 1995-1997. She is a current member of many boards including
the Executive Board of the Institute of Fiscal Studies, the steering committee of the Q-step project, the GSS statistical methodology advisory
board, the Administrative Data Research Network Board and the advisory committee to the council of European data archives.
10

Prof. Nicholas Bingham
Senior Research Investigator, Imperial College London.
Abstract to follow.

Prof. Michael Goldstein
Bayesian analysis for complex physical systems modelled by
computer simulators
Professor of Statistics, Durham University
Most large and complex physical systems are studied by mathematical
models, implemented as high dimensional computer simulators. Each
analysis of a physical system based on a computer simulator involves
essentially the same underlying sources of uncertainty. This talk will
give an overview of the methodology that is being developed to quantify and synthesise all of these uncertainties, within the framework of
Bayesian statistics, and to use the resultant uncertainty specification to
address problems of forecasting and decision making, with illustrations
from current areas of application.

11
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10.1

Talks’ schedule
Wednesday 19th April

Session 1: 09:30 - 11:20 - Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Chair: Junbin Chen
(A1) Statistics in Sport
Time Speaker

Title

09:30

Nawapon Nakharutai

Efficient algorithms for checking avoiding sure loss

09:50

Oliver Hatfield

Detecting match-fixing in tennis in in-running betting markets

10:10

Kevin Brosnan

False starts in elite athletics: are they truly fair?

Time Speaker

(A2) Medical Statistics I
Title

10:40

Eilidh Jack

A Bayesian analysis of mortality statistics in Scotland

11:00

Thomas Higgins

An age-period-cohort analysis under rapidly
changing circumstances

Session 1: 09:30 - 11:20 - Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Chair: Iman Al-Hasani
(B) Statistical Modelling
Time Speaker

Title

09:30

Amani Almohaimeed

Response transformations for variance component
models

09:50

Najla M. Qarmalah

Using mixture models for prediction from time series, with application to energy use data

10:10

Gonca Buyrukoglu

Joint modelling of longitudinal and time-to-event
data

10:40

Antonio Hermes Marques da Silva Junior

mdscore: An R package to compute improved
score tests in generalized linear models

11:00

Cheng Chen

Functional linear model with dependent regressors
in high dimensions
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Session 2: 13:30 - 15:20 - Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
(A1) Biological Statistics, Chair: Sam Jackson
Time Speaker

Title

13:30

Suzy Whoriskey

Demography changes in human DNA: random vs
non-random sampling

13:50

Mai Alfahad

Identify kinks in helixes

14:10

Matthew Robinson

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo methods applied to
Tree-space

(A2) Medical Statistics II , Chair: Thomas Higgins
Time Speaker
Title
14:40

Ashna Mohammad

Inference following selection and testing designs

15:00

Joy Leahy

Incorporating single treatment arm evidence into
a network meta-analysis (if you must!)

Session 2: 13:30 - 15:20 - Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
(B1) Industry and Commerce, Chair: Kevin Brosnan
Time Speaker

Title

13:30

Themistoklis Botsas

Bayesian deconvolution in well test analysis

13:50

Iman Al-Hasani

Optimal Geo-experiment design for online advertising campaign

14:10

Joe Matthews

A Bayesian spatio-temporal model for road accident hotspot prediction

(B2) Environment, Chair: Kathryn Leeming
Time Speaker
Title
14:40

Donal Harkin

A Bayesian approach to image-based motion estimation, with applications to biologically induced
flows in the ocean sediment

15:00

Andrew Garthwaite

Doubly stochastic Poisson processes for fine
timescale rainfall modelling
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Session 3: 15:45 - 17:20 - Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Chair: Marcelo Costa
(A) Classification and Cluster Analysis
Time Speaker

Title

15:45

Amirah Alharhi

Weighted sampling in a random forest

16:05

Nebahat Bozkus

Lifting and clustering

16:40

Dodi Vionandi

Classification tree with projection for highdimensional highly-correlated datasets

17:00

Stephen Johnson

Clustering ranked data with a Bayesian WAND

Session 3: 15:45 - 17:20 - Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Chair: Joy Leahy
(B) Data Analysis
Time Speaker

Title

15:45

Kathryn Leeming

A test of second-order stationarity for data with
missing observations

16:05

Salihah Alghamdi

Analysis of spatially correlated functional data objects

16:40

Anna France

Multiple imputation of non-proportional hazards
survival data

17:00

Emma Simpson

Asymptotic dependence in multivariate extreme
value theory
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10.2

Thursday 20th April

Session 4: 09:30 - 11:20 - Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Chair: Antonio Hermes Marques da Silva Junior
(A) Non-parametric Inference
Time Speaker

Title

09:30

Hana Alqifari

Nonparametric predictive inference for reproducibility of two basic tests based on order statistics

09:50

Manal Alabdulhadi

Nonparametric predictive inference for diagnostics
tests

10:10

Samira F. H. Abushilah

Permutation free homogeneity test for bivariate
von-Mises models

10:40

Ting He

A novel discrete pricing model using nonparametric predictive inference

Junbin Chen

Imprecise probability estimation of asset prices
evolvement within short time scope using historical data

11:00

Session 4: 09:30 - 11:20 - Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Chair: Chak Hei Lo
(B1) Stochastic Processes I
Time Speaker

Title

09:30

Evandro Konzen

An extension of convolved Gaussian processes

09:50

Mark Yarrow

Preferential attachment models with choice based
fitness

10:10

Shane Turnbull

Diffusion approximations for the fully connected
voter model with the addition of growth

Time Speaker

(B2) Medical Statistics III
Title

10:40

Aoife O’Neill

Risk profiles and their association with the development of new pain in older Irish adults: a latent
class analysis

11:00

Ayon Mukhurjee

Covariate-adjusted response-adaptive designs in
clinical trials where the survival responses follow
a semi-parametric model
15

Session 5: 13:30 - 15:20 - Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Chair: Oliver Hatfield
(A) Bayesian Methods
Time Speaker

Title

13:30

Callum Vyner

Scalable Markov Chain Monte Carlo

13:50

Victoria Volodina

Constructing nonstationary Gaussian process emulator through modified covariance functions

14:10

Tjun Yee Hoh

Non-parametric Bayesian inference for multidimensional diffusion processes and goodness-of-fit
testing

14:40

Yingying Lai

Particle filters for dynamic linear models

Aamir Khan

Bayesian calibration of stochastic kinetic models
using a Dirichlet process mixture of Gaussian processes

15:00

Session 5: 13:30 - 15:20 - Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Chair: Mark Yarrow
(B1) Stochastic Processes II
Time Speaker

Title

13:30

James McRedmond

Convex hulls of random walks

13:50

Chak Hei Lo

On the centre of mass of a random walk

14:10

Marcelo Costa

Asymptotic behaviour of a stochastic growth
model

Time Speaker

(B2) Medical Statistics IV
Title

14:40

Jessica Welding

Sequential Monte Carlo methods for epidemic data

15:00

Chiara Chiavenna

A continuous time Markov model for discrete-time
observations of respiratory disease

16
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Talks’ abstracts by session
Statistics in Sport
Wednesday, 09:30 - 10:30, Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp

Efficient algorithms for checking avoiding sure loss
Nawapon Nakharutai, Durham University
work with M. Troffaes and C. Caiado
When modelling uncertainty, specifying precise probabilities for outcomes may lead to
erroneous conclusions. To facilitate the modelling process, sets of desirable gambles
provide a more general representation of uncertainty. Such representation is equivalent
to probability bounding. Williams (1975) introduced a consistency principle for sets of
desirable gambles called avoiding sure loss.
In this talk, I present linear programming problems for checking avoiding sure loss.
I will discuss previous work by Walley (1991), and explain how we can effectively solve
these linear programming problems by looking at three different methods and exploiting
the structure of the problem.
Detecting Match-Fixing in Tennis in In-Running Betting Markets
Oliver Hatfield, Lancaster University
Although match-fixing presents a serious and challenging problem for tennis in the 21st
century, match-fixing has been shown to distort betting markets, and hence we can attempt to build models for usual market behaviour to detect anomalies.
Much of the literature in match-fixing focuses on the pre-match markets - we instead attempt to detect anomalous market behaviour in-play. Using the combinatorial
structure of tennis and the Glicko rating system, we can estimate match-win probabilities, before comparing these estimates with live betting odds to look for unusual activity.
False starts in elite athletics: are they truly fair?
Kevin Brosnan, University of Limerick
work with K. Hayes, N. Bargary and A. Harrison
The 100 ms ruling for false start disqualification at athletic competitions governed by
the International Association of Athletics Federations has been in force since the early
1990s. Throughout this period, there have been marked changes to the rules that govern the disqualification of athletes from sprint events incorporating starts from blocks.
This study analysed all available World and European Championship response-time (RT)
data from 1999 to 2014 to examine effects of rule changes on competition RT at major
championships. The exponentially modified Gaussian distribution was used to model RT
and make comparisons relative to athletes’ sex, ruling periods and competition rounds.
Results will include a revision of the false start disqualification limits and question some
results in the 2016 Rio Olympics.

17

Medical Statistics I
Wednesday, 10:40 - 11:20, Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
A Bayesian analysis of mortality statistics in Scotland
Eilidh Jack, University of Glasgow
People have been dying prematurely in Scotland for many years now as a result of health
inequalities. This is not only a human tragedy, but also has huge economic repercussions
for Scotland.
Results presented in my talk aim to quantify potential inequalities between the health
boards in Scotland who are responsible for health care provision using a hierarchical
Bayesian model.
An age-period-cohort analysis under rapidly changing circumstances
Thomas Higgins, University of Leeds
An individual is born, lives for a while and then dies. Given their date-of-birth (“cohort”)
and the current date (“period”), their age is determined as period minus cohort. For each
individual in a population, we typically record their period-at-death and age-at-death,
and, for convenience, we round the data down to the nearest integer. However, given
age and period, cohort can take two possible values, and since an individual’s cohort is
constant, this age-by-period rounding only approximately captures the ageing process.
The effects of age, period and cohort on the risk of death could be very different
when studied under age-by-period rounding and age-by-cohort rounding. Our paper explores a problem of misinterpretation when the number of deaths is rapidly changing: in
a study for the incidence of Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), a period effect
interpretable as under-reporting appears under age-by-period data that is not apparent
under age-by-cohort data. Problems of misinterpretation may have affected a large number of age-period-cohort (APC) studies due to the widespread use of age-by-period data.

Statistical Modelling
Wednesday, 09:30 - 11:20, Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Response Transformations for Variance Component models
Amani Almohaimeed, Durham University
The normal distribution assumption is required to carry out many common tools for
statistical analysis, such as the least squares criterion that is used to find the best fitting line for the data. This work extends the Box-Cox transformation to the generalized
mixed effects model with unspecified mixing distribution, enabling this model class to
get access to the statistical world of normality. The parameter estimation is sensitive
to the change in the mixing distribution specification. This problem can be overcome
using non-parametric maximum likelihood (NPML) estimation of the mixing distribution. The estimation of the transformation parameter, λ, affects the inference about the
other model parameters. A maximum profile log-likelihood method is applied to find the
optimum by conducting a grid search for λ. A new R package for these techniques is
under construction.
18

Using Mixture Models for Prediction from Time Series, with Application to
Energy Use Data
Najla M. Qarmalah, Durham University
Locally weighted mixture models are used for predictions which have been employed for
analysing the trends of time series data. Estimation of these models are achieved through
a kernel-weighted version of the EM-algorithm,using exponential kernels with different
bandwidths which have a much bigger effect on the accuracy of the forecast than the
choice of kernel. By modelling a mixture of local regressions at a target time point but
with different bandwidths, the estimated mixture probabilities are informative for the
amount of information available in the data set at the scale of resolution corresponding
to each bandwidth. Nadaraya-Watson and local linear estimators are used to carry out
the localized estimation step. Then, several approaches for many step ahead predictions
at a time point from these models are investigated with different bandwidths. Real data
are provided including data on energy use of some countries from 1971 to 2011.
Joint modelling of longitudinal and time-to-event data
Gonca Buyrukoglu, Northumbria University
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the joint modelling of longitudinal and time-to-event data. The focus will be on random effects selection models where
information from the longitudinal trajectories is used to inform the event-time process.
This study describes joint modelling and its two building blocks: longitudinal data and
time-to-event data. In terms of bias, the comparison for the joint modelling analysis and
separate longitudinal and time-to-event analysis is made using the results from simulation
studies where the two components are linked through a latent process.
mdscore: An R Package to Compute Improved Score Tests in Generalized
Linear Models
Antonio Hermes Marques da Silva Junior, Durham University
Improved score tests are modifications of the score test such that the null distribution of
the modified test statistic is better approximated by the chi-squared distribution. The
literature includes theoretical and empirical evidence favoring the improved test over
its unmodified version. However, the developed methodology seems to have been overlooked by data analysts in practice, possibly because of the difficulties associated with
the computation of the modified test. In this article, we describe the mdscore package
to compute improved score tests in generalized linear models, given a fitted model by
the glm() function in R. The package is suitable for applied statistics and simulation
experiments. Examples based on real and simulated data are discussed.
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Functional Linear Model with Dependent Regressors in High Dimensions
Cheng Chen, London School of Economics and Political Science
Existing functional linear model assume either independent and identically distributed
functional regressors or a fixed number of dependent functional regressors. In this paper,
we propose a new class of partially functional linear models to characterize the linear
relationship between a scalar response and high dimensional regressors, involving both
dependent scalar and functional variables. We develop a penalized least squares approach
to simultaneously perform variable selection for dependent scalar and functional regressors.

Biological Statistics
Wednesday, 13:30 - 14:30, Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Demography changes in human DNA: random vs non-random sampling
Suzy Whoriskey, University of Glasgow
This talk will discuss the inferences drawn about population size going back in time from
a given set of DNA sequences. The aim is to investigate whether or not biased results
are produced when inferring population sizes if non-random sampling of DNA sequences
has occurred, such as selecting sequences based on their sharing a common mutation.
Preliminary results will be presented.
Identify kinks in helices
Mai Alfahad, University of Leeds
The alpha helix (α -helix) is a common secondary structure of proteins, which is a chain
of amino acids forms itself into three-dimensional space. The 3D protein structure is
very important, the registration parameters (rotation angles and shift vector) ; and the
structural parameters (radius, pitch and spacing (known)) of the alpha-helix. An alpha
helix can be described as unlinked or linked. A kink is a point in the helix where a huge
difference in the direction of the helix axis. Our main aim is to estimate the kinked helix.
In order to fit the kinked helix we first identify a change point (kink). Every points
on the helix could be a change point (kink). We cut the helix into two and calculated the
resideual sum of squares for each cut and add them together. The helix with minimum
RSS is corresponds to the change point.
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Hamiltonian Monte Carlo methods applied to Tree-space
Matthew Robinson, Newcastle University
Phylogenetics is the study of the evolutionary relationships between different biological
entities. Some relationships are obvious, a cat is more related to a dog than a mushroom,
and some less so. Observable characteristics were commonly used in the 19th century but
with the advent of DNA sequencing we now have much more detailed information in the
form of DNA alignments. This allows us to infer evolutionary structure, times of evolutionary divergence and the parameters of the chosen DNA substitution model. Inference
is normally conducted using MCMC methods which include topological operations like
nearest neighbour interchange (NNI) or subtree prune and regraft (SPR). Unfortunately
Tree-space is rather large and this results in relatively slow exploration. Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo methods (HMC) might provide an efficient alternative, as within any given
topology, the posterior density is both continuous and differentiable. In turn this provides a way of navigating through different topologies towards regions of high posterior
density. Unfortunately Tree-space is a stratified manifold with corners, which prevents a
direct application of HMC. This talk begins with an introduction to Tree-space, gives the
motivation behind HMC, discusses a few answers to the problem of Tree-space having
corners and ends with an example.

Medical Statistics II
Wednesday, 14:40 - 15:20, Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Inference following selection and testing designs
Ashna Mohammad, Queen Mary University of London
Recently, seamless phase or combined phase clinical trials have become more popular for
reducing the estimated time it takes to complete the development of drugs. A seamless phase II/III clinical trial’s main purpose is to compare a number of drugs or doses
in a single trial conducted in two stages. The first stage studies all of the experimental
doses/drugs and selects the population with the largest sample mean. This selected treatment will continue to the second stage for further analysis. The problem is to obtain the
best estimator of the mean of the selected population. The uniformly minimum variance
conditionally unbiased estimator of the selected mean is presented when the treatment
outcomes are independent gamma random variables. Simulation is used to demonstrate
the properties of this estimator.
Incorporating Single Treatment Arm Evidence into a Network Meta-Analysis
(if you must!)
Joy Leahy, Trinity College Dublin
In a perfect world, we could evaluate all possible treatments in a Network Meta-Analysis
using data from Randomised Control Trials (RCTs). However, sometimes this information isn’t available so we look to observational evidence and single arm trials, which
can potentially be biased. We propose including single arm trials by choosing a similar
arm from another trial to use as a comparator (matched) arm. This method is assessed
through a simulation study.
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Industry and Commerce
Wednesday, 13:30 - 14:30, Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Bayesian Deconvolution in Well Test Analysis
Themistoklis Botsas, Durham University
Deconvolution in the context of well test analysis is a methodology used in petroleum
engineering that provides information about the properties and the structure of the reservoir and the wellbore using measurements of pressure and flow rate. We are working on
the development of a Bayesian approach to deconvolution and in particular, we are focusing on the construction of a suitable and meaningful Bayesian framework in association
with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
Optimal Geo-Experiment Design for Online Advertising Campaign
Iman Al-Hasani, Durham University
A Geo-Experiment measures the impact of an online advertising campaign at target
geographical areas (Geos) within two distinct periods of time. The design of these experiments is a challenge: it is not straightforward to generate target Geos or to decide
which Geos should receive a changed ad campaign during the second time period. A computational structure has been created for simulating the online searches and purchases
occurring at target Geos. By simulation, the accuracy of estimation of the effect of the
ad campaign has been found to be almost the same for different designs when the effect
does not depend on unobserved covariates. In more complex situations, the issue is to
estimate the ad effectiveness using a statistical model which is known to be wrong due
to the presence of unobserved covariates. A toy model is being used to understand the
theoretical behaviour of the estimated effect when using a misspecified model.
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A Bayesian Spatio-temporal Model for Road Accident Hotspot Prediction
Joe Matthews, Newcastle University
The reduction of road traffic collisions is a key global issue, leading to the United Nations
declaring the 2010s to be a “Decade of Action for Road Safety”. Usually such action takes
the form of road safety countermeasure schemes, enacted by a local traffic authority to
reduce traffic accidents in their area. The decision on where to allocate such schemes
is largely data driven, however this can cause problems when statistical artefacts such a
Regression To the Mean and trend are left undetected, leading to misguided judgements
being made regarding where to allocate treatments. Furthermore such decisions are often made retrospectively, i.e. only after a given number of accidents have occurred at
a potential treatment site. We aim to remedy these problems by proposing a Bayesian
hierarchical model which identifies and removes and confounding effects of Regression
To the Mean, as well as acknowledging any systematic effects due to trends in accident
counts across both space and time. From this we can then appeal to the Bayesian posterior predictive distribution for accident counts in future years at our candidate sites,
allowing us to provide a predictive probability of observing a given number of accidents
in the future, thereby enabling proactive decision making on the part of the local traffic
authority, enabling them to apply treatment to a site without necessarily having to wait
for a significantly high accident count.

Environment
Wednesday, 14:40 - 15:20, Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
A Bayesian approach to image-based motion estimation, with applications to
biologically induced flows in the ocean sediment
Donal Harkin, University of Surrey
Consider approximating the flow field of water being pumped through a sample of ocean
sediment, given an initial condition and subsequent images depicting the concentration
of a fluorescent tracer carried by the flow. Previous research suggests that quantifying
image brightness and flow fields as probability distributions within a Bayesian framework
produces superior estimates to those arising from gradient-based approaches, where no
attempt is made to account for observation errors. Here one investigates how the choice
of prior distribution affects: firstly, the angular error of the posterior mean; and secondly,
the computational ease of selecting observation error variances such that the observations
are modal outcomes.
Doubly stochastic Poisson processes for fine time-scale rainfall modellling
Andrew Garthwaite, University of Greenwich
Doubly stochastic Poisson processes have been applied to modelling rainfall through a
variety of methods. We explore some single-site parsimonious seasonal models with meteorological covariates for fine time-scale rainfall, based on three state Markov modulated
Poisson processes. Other research concerned with sub-hourly aggregations of rainfall considers a model with exponentially decaying rainfall pulses.
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Classification and Cluster Analysis
Wednesday, 15:45 - 17:20, Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Weighted sampling in random forest
Amirah Alharthi, University of Leeds
Recently the amount of data being produced has increased greatly. As a result of this
increase in quantity of data, specifically the focus of this research is labelled data, efficient
methods to extract knowledge from and to predict how new data should be classified are
essential. Classification trees and random forests methods are two powerful predictive
models that are used for these tasks.
In this research, classification trees are fitted on bootstraps of weighted observations
based on a given distribution, these are then aggregated by taking the majority vote. This
procedure is considered as a generalization of the current method known as bagging. The
main goal is to test whether this different technique will change each tree structure and
the prediction or not.
Lifting and Clustering
Nebahat Bozkus, University of Leeds
One of the popular questions in hierarchical clustering is how many clusters exist in a
data set, or where to ‘cut the tree’. Even though many methods have been proposed,
this topic still attracts the interest of researchers. Previous indices capture the number of clusters quite well if clusters are well separated, but when the clusters overlap
or have unusual shapes, their performance deteriorates. I propose a new method based
on a multiscale technique called lifting which has recently been developed to extend the
‘denoising’ abilities of wavelets to data on irregular structures. In my method, lifting is
applied to the structure of a dendrogram. I then assume that the distances between data
points and cluster centroids are affected by noise. Denoising the mean distances of data
points from each cluster centroid can help me decide where to cut the tree. This method
will be illustrated with both real and simulated examples.
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Classification Tree with Projection for High-Dimensional Highly-Correlated
Datasets
Dodi Vionandi, University of Leeds
There are several factors that affect the performance of classification tree such as the
correlation between variables, the difference of mean of observations come from distinct
classes and the number of variables contained in a dataset. The first two factors are
the most determining ones that affect the performace of tree significantly. Both high
correlation and low difference of mean lead to the least accurate tree.
On the other hand, current modern experiments produce plentiful of data with more
variables than observations, especially in genomic and other areas of computational biology. Such kind of datasets do not only consist of more variables than observations, but
also contain many correlated variables. If we utilize classification tree method for this
kind of data for classification purpose, we will get the tree whose low accuracy. Hence,
in this case, we wish to reduce the dimension of the dataset prior to constructing a tree
as well as to overcome the issue comes up along with the presence of correlation between
variables. There are two methods can be applied: principal component analysis (PCA)
and independent component analysis (ICA).
The purpose of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset consisting of a large
number of correlated variables, while retaining as much as possible of the variation present
in the dataset. While ICA is a method for data projection to decompose a dataset into
components so that each component is statistically as independent from the others as
possible. Based on our simulation study, we find that the tree that built by the ICA
projected dataset give less misclassification rate rather than the tree that built by the
PCA projected of the same dataset.
Clustering Ranked Data With A Bayesian WAND
Stephen Johnson, Newcastle University
Ranked data arises in many areas of application, such as sports, politics and marketing.
Formally, a ranking can be viewed as a permutation of the elements (entities) of a set
and this perspective has proved useful in the development of models for ranked data.
Also in many scenarios, rankers are asked only to report their top-m ranked entities
and furthermore they may only be given a specific subset of all the entities in which to
form their ranking from. In summarising such datasets, it is useful to know whether
rankers are equally informative, if there are clusters of rankers with similar views and if
rankers within a specific cluster can distinguish between entities. We investigate this problem using Bayesian nonparametrics, specifically, the Weighted Adapted Nested Dirichlet
(WAND) process where we assume the true underlying ranking distribution is described
by a generalised Plackett-Luce model. This flexible model will be discussed and details
given on how, after introducing appropriate latent variables, Gibbs sampling algorithms
can be employed. It is possible to generalise the model to allow for a scenario where each
ranker may provide numerous rankings (replicates). These rankings could be obtained
from the same individual over time or alternatively we could consider a “ranker” to be a
group of individuals who have similar characteristics. Details of this generalisation will
be given and a real world example will be considered to give a flavour of how inference
and posterior analysis can be performed.
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Data Analysis
Wednesday, 15:45 - 17:20, Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
A test of second-order stationarity for data with missing observations
Kathryn Leeming, University of Bristol
work with M. Knight, G. Nason and M. Nunes
In this talk a new second-order stationarity test is presented which is designed for use
with data featuring missing observations. Through simulations this test is shown to outperform imputation-based methods for ‘gappy’ data, and also performs well compared to
methods for regular data when we consider the case of no missing observations. This test
is justified using theoretical results, and a motivating environmental example illustrates
its use in real-world problems.
Analysis of Spatially correlated functional data objects
Salihah Alghamdi, University of Glasgow
Dataset observed over space and time are becoming increasingly abundant and researchers
use methods ranging from spatially correlated time series to functional data analysis.
There exist a host of methods for modelling using spatially correlated functional data
analysis techniques, most of which were motivated by the specific application areas. However, there does not exist any clear pathway to determining the best methodology for a
new application. This motives us to present a flow chart of the expected process that
one should follow when analysing space-time data. We will demonstrate the use of this
framework using a case study, which models the vegetation index of Harvard forest.
Multiple imputation of non-proportional hazards survival data
Anna France, Lancaster University
Missing data is a common issue within observational data and methods for appropriately
handling missing data are complicated further when there are missing observations within
survival data. This presentation will discuss how multiple imputation using chained equations (MICE) can be adjusted to be compatible with Cox proportional hazards modelling,
where MICE is a computationally feasible approach to handle missing data, for a wide
range of covariate types and mechanisms of missingness. Adjustments to the MICE
framework are made to ensure the imputation models are congenial with the intended
analysis model, and extended further to consider an appropriate method to multiply impute missing covariates in the presence of non-proportional hazards survival data.
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Asymptotic dependence in multivariate extreme value theory
Emma Simpson, Lancaster University
In multivariate extreme value theory, it is important to consider the asymptotic dependence and asymptotic independence properties of the variables of interest. This may have
a complicated structure, with only certain subsets of the variables taking their largest
values simultaneously. In this talk, I will discuss a method that, given a set of data, aims
to establish this asymptotic dependence structure, which should be taken into account
when developing and fitting models for multivariate extremes.

Non-parametric Inference
Thursday, 09:30 - 11:20, Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Nonparametric predictive inference for reproducibility of two basic tests based
on order statistics
Hana Alqifari, Durham University
Reproducibility of statistical hypothesis tests is an issue of major importance in applied
statistics: if the test were repeated, would the same conclusion be reached about rejectance of the null hypothesis? Nonparametric predictive inference (NPI) provides a
natural framework for such inferences, as its explicitly predictive nature fits well with the
core problem formulation of a repeat of the test in the future. For inference on reproducibility of statistical tests, NPI provides lower and upper reproducibility probabilities
(RP) of some tests based on order statistics, namely a population quantile test and a
basic precedence test.
Nonparametric predictive inference for diagnostic tests
Manal Alabdulhadi, Durham University
The goals of diagnostic tests are to detect an early disease stages for the patients or a high
risk disease. The diagnostic tests can be based on e.g. X-rays, blood samples, biopsies
or ultrasound. It is important to know which is the best diagnostic test to apply in a
particular clinical setting. This can be known by comparing the accuracy of two different
diagnostic tests, which is considerably more common in medical researches. In this work,
comparison between two diagnostic tests is presented and discussed using nonparametric
predictive inference (NPI), which is a statistical framework that yields direct probabilities
for one or m future observations, based on n observations for related random quantities.
The comparison between the two diagnostic tests is based on considering the event that
the total number of correct diagnoses for m future patients and m future healthy people
for one test is greater than the total number for the other test, and investigate the possible influence of the choice of m.
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Permutation Free Homogeneity Test for Bivariate Von-Mises Models
Samira F. H. Abushilah , University of Leeds and University of Kufa
work with C. C. Taylor and A. Gusnanto
Permutation test is a non parametric test which could be used to test the homogeneity
between the distribution of two bivariate groups. Despite the fact that a permutation
test is a good way to test the homogeneity, with large datasets it takes time to give the
results. In this paper we establish a permutation free homogeneity test which depends on
a distance between the distributions of two bivariate von Mises models (BvM). However,
when we estimate the parameters of the BvM models using maximum likelihood estimation approach, the concentration parameter κ is difficult to obtain because it depends on
the
 of the first and zeroth order of the modified Bessel function of the first kind
 ratio
I1 (κ)
. Therefore, we propose an algorithm to obtain the concentration parameter κ
I0 (κ)
depending on some theoretical results for the estimation κ.
We assess the performance of the technique that we have proposed by comparing the
(κ)
. The numerical
results with the traditional way to obtain the inverse of the ratio II01 (κ)
results of the experiment, which highlight the new estimation, demonstrate higher reliability than traditional one. Also, an experiment is made to assess the performance
of the statistical test that we have proposed. The numerical results of the experiment,
which highlight the new test of homogeneity, demonstrate higher reliability to test the
homogeneity between the distribution of two bivariate von Mises models.
A novel discrete pricing model using Nonparametric Predictive Inference
Ting He, Durham University
Option pricing is one of the topics in the financial mathematics world, and in my talk
I would like to propose a novel discrete pricing model using a Nonparametric Predictive
Inference (NPI) method for pricing European options. By applying NPI in our option
pricing model, the outcome is no longer an explicit price but an imprecise one with an interval, which contains more uncertainty under less assumptions. To test our NPI model’s
performance, I compared our model results with the classic CRR binomial trees, proposed
by Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein in 1979, in two different cases. It turns out our NPI model
can never beat the CRR model when the CRR model does a perfect job, but performs
well when the prediction from the CRR model deviates from the true story.
Imprecise probability estimation of asset prices evolvement within short time
scope using historical data
Junbin Chen, Durham University
We introduce a novel method for imprecise estimation of the P-measure of asset prices
evolvement within short time scope. The method integrates the imprecise probability
statistical technique - nonparametric predictive inference (NPI) and the financial asset
pricing binomial model. Instead of estimating a single probability distribution from the
existing observations, the imprecise method used here estimates a set of probability distribution by construction of m-function. Based on that, relevant conservative trading
strategies could be implemented. The performance of the model is investigated by computer simulations. Results showed that the imprecise estimation method presented here
is robust and good predictive property.
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Stochastic Processes I
Thursday, 09:30 - 10:30, Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
An extension of convolved Gaussian processes
Evandro Konzen, Newcastle University
Gaussian process (GP) implementations typically use an independent model for each
functional response. This is because it is difficult to define cross-covariance functions
and, at the same time, ensure that the covariance matrix for the multivariate functional
response is positive definite. One can employ Convolved Gaussian processes (CGP) to
construct appropriate cross-covariance functions between two dependent GPs by applying a kernel convolution method. Our purpose is to extend this idea to the case involving
several dependent GPs.
Preferential attachment models with choice based fitness.
Mark Yarrow, University of Sheffield
Using the theory of stochastic approximation we have extended the model discussed
by Jordan and Haslegrave [preprint] to find the complete set of stable fixed points and
proved theorems on when condensation can and cannot occur when we select r vertices
from Gn using preferential attachment and attach Vn+1 to each of these with probabilities
corresponding to the vector [P (V1 ), P (V2 ), ..., P (Vr )]. If we set r = 3 and the vector of
probabilities to [0, 0, 1] we get the same model described by Jordan and Haslegrave.
Diffusion approximations for the fully connected voter model with the addition of growth
Shane Turnbull, Lancaster University
The voter model, as the name suggests, is a model for the way people can vote when there
is a binary outcome and when their vote is influenced by the vote of their neighbours.
We shall consider the fully connected case, where everyone is a neighbour to everyone
else and introduce growth into the system. We shall sum up our results and comment on
how the addition of growth can change the limiting behaviour of the system.
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Medical Statistics III
Thursday, 10:40 - 11:20, Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Risk Profiles and their Association with the Development of New Pain in
Older Irish Adults: a Latent Class Analysis
Aoife O’Neill, University of Limerick
work with C. Walsh and H. Purtill
The aim of this study is to examine the association between health risk profiles and the
development of new pain, in a population of older Irish adults. Latent class analysis
(LCA) is a model-based approach used to measure categorical variables, with the aim of
identifying underlying subgroups based on some measured characteristics.
LCA was used to identify health risk profiles, for a sample of people aged over 50,
who reported being pain-free at Wave 1 (N=4349) and the association between these
health risk groups and future pain was examined using the LCA with a Distal Outcome
approach. Four latent classes were identified at Wave 1, based on 11 health risk variables.
Two years later, 777 (17.87%) participants developed new pain; with those in the high
risk group most likely to develop new pain.
Covariate-Adjusted Response-Adaptive Designs in Clinical Trials where the
Survival Responses Follow a Semi-Parametric Model
Ayon Mukhurjee, Queen Mary University of London
Covariate-adjusted response-adaptive (CARA) designs use the available responses to skew
the treatment allocation in a clinical trial in favour of the treatment found at an interim
stage to be best for a given patient’s covariate profile.
There has recently been extensive research on various aspects of CARA designs with
the patient responses assumed to follow a parametric model. However, the range of
application for such designs becomes limited in real-life clinical trials where the responses
infrequently fit a certain parametric form. On the other hand, the parametric assumption
yields robust estimates for the covariate adjusted treatment effects. To balance these two
requirements, designs are proposed without any distributional assumptions about the
survival responses, relying only on the assumption of proportional hazards for the two
treatment arms.
The proposed designs are developed by deriving two variants of optimum allocation,
and also by using an appropriate link-function. The optimal designs are based on the
doubly-adaptive biased coin design in one case, and the efficient randomized adaptive
design in the other. The treatment allocation proportions for these designs converge to
the expected target values. The design based on the link function is derived using the
distribution function of a Gumbel model. The comparative merits of the proposed designs are highlighted, their preferred areas of application are discussed in detail and their
operating characteristics are established through an extensive simulation study. After
establishing the robustness of the proposed methodology, an existing clinical trial has
been redesigned by applying these methods.
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Bayesian Methods
Thursday, 13:30 - 15:20, Room: CLC202 Rosemary Cramp
Scalable MCMC
Callum Vyner, Lancaster University
MCMC methods can be limited due to computational, memory and disk bottlenecks.
To try and circumvent these issues we can can partition our data and prior information
across cores/machines and draw samples in parallel. We then need methods that can
combine these samples in a sensible manner. We hope to highlight some of the issues
that can arise, review current methods and propose possible directions for future research.
Constructing Nonstationary Gaussian Process Emulator through Modified
Covariance Function
Victoria Volodina, University of Exeter
Gaussian Process (GP) emulator is a fast stochastic representation of a complex computer
simulator. A common assumption, adopted when constructing a GP emulator, is the
stationarity of a covariance function, implying a global smoothness for the simulator
response. However, in practice simulator may behave differently across the input space.
In this talk, we present a new method of constructing a GP emulator for a nonstationary simulator. We specify L “centres of mass” across the input space and for each
“centre of mass” and its neighbouring region we define its own covariance function with
the corresponding parameters. The covariance function of a nonstationary GP emulator
is the weighted sum of L covariance functions mentioned above, which allows varying the
smoothness of a GP emulator across the input space.
All models are fitted within a Bayesian framework using the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
sampling scheme. The academic example is used to illustrate the comparison between
stationary and nonstationary GP emulators. The application of the method to the output
from an idealized moist model with simple radiation scheme is provided.
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Non-parametric Bayesian inference for multi-dimensional diffusion processes
and goodness-of-fit testing
Tjun Yee Hoh, University College London
We investigate the non-parametric estimation of the drift of a multidimensional diffusion process model with constant diffusivity. We extend an existing 1-dimensional nonparametric Bayesian inference methodology for the drift to the multidimensional case.
This methodology involves pairing the quadratic form of the Girsanov likelihood of the
drift with a conjugate Gaussian prior.
We describe how this drift inference methodology can be applied to a low frequency,
discretely observed data trajectory. The missing data problem posed by this trajectory is
rectified by augmenting the trajectory with samples from diffusion bridges. A reparameterisation technique is applied to the augmented trajectory to allow efficient estimation of
the constant diffusivity of the diffusion process model. The Bayesian inference methodology for the constant diffusivity involves the specification of an Inverse-Wishart prior to
preserve positive-definiteness and symmetry of the diffusivity.
We implement the above Bayesian inference methodology with the movement data
of a capuchin monkey as an illustrative application example. We modify an existing
goodness-of-fit test for diffusion models to fit our context of non-parametric drift and
constant diffusivity. This test involves comparing transition densities of the models in
the competing hypotheses using kernel density estimates of the generalised residuals. We
illustrate an example of how the construction of the test statistic can be used for outlier
detection.
Particle filters for dynamic linear models
Yingying Lai, University of Newcastle
Dynamic linear models (DLMs) are used effectively in numerous applications, particularly in short term forecasting, intervention analysis and monitoring. Particle filters
(sequential Monte Carlo) are online Bayesian inference algorithms that update posterior
beliefs about the parameters and states as each observation becomes available. In this
presentation we will discuss the mechanism of particle filters with particular focus on
iterated batch importance sampling (IBIS) and their implementation for online learning
of the parameters and states in DLMs.
Bayesian calibration of stochastic kinetic models using a Dirichlet process
mixture of Gaussian processes
Aamir Khan, Newcastle University
Stochastic kinetic models (SKMs) are an effective way to model complex biochemical and
cellular systems. A number of MCMC techniques exist to infer the parameters of these
models, but these can often be both computationally intensive and time consuming due
to the need to simulate from the stochastic process at each iteration. To tackle this issue,
fast and accurate emulators can be used to approximate SKM output. A popular choice
of emulator is a Gaussian process, however these do not provide accurate descriptions of
output with multiple modes (such as those in the Schlögl system) or heavy tails. We consider an emulator which is a Dirichlet process mixture of Gaussian processes as this has
useful features such as the flexibility to increase or decrease the number of components
used to approximate the output distribution throughout parameter space as necessary.
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Stochastic Processes II
Thursday, 13:30 - 14:30, Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Convex hulls of random walks
James McRedmond, Durham University
work with O. Hryniv and A. R. Wade
Random walks are used in many applications to model the movement of particles, animals
or stock prices. We consider the convex hull of the trajectory that the walk takes and
present a collection of results concerning the perimeter length, area and diameter. Some
of the results are well known, some are new and some reduce the assumptions of the well
known results.
On the centre of mass of a random walk
Chak Hei Lo, Durham University
work with M. Menshikov and A. R. Wade
Many random processes arising in applications exhibit a range of possible behaviours
depending upon the values of certain key factors. Investigating critical behaviour for
such systems leads to interesting and challenging mathematics. Much progress has been
made over the years using a variety of techniques. This presentation will give a brief introduction to the asymptotic behaviour P
of the centre of mass of a d-dimensional random
n
−1
walk Sn , which is defined by Gn = n
i=1 Si , n ≥ 1. By considering the local central
limit theorem, we investigate the almost-sure asymptotic behaviour of the centre of mass
process. We obtain a recurrence result in one dimension under minor assumptions; in
the case of simple symmetric random walk the fact that Gn returns infinitely often to a
neighbourhood of the origin is due to Grill in 1988. We also obtain the transience result
for dimensions greater than one. In particular, we give a diffusive rate of escape; again
in the case of simple symmetric random walk the result is due to Grill. In contrast to my
poster, the talk will mainly focus on explanations and intuitions behind the problem.
Asymptotic behaviour of a stochastic growth model
Marcelo Costa, Durham University
work with M. Menshikov
Consider a stochastic growth model taking values in Z+N , in which particles are sequentially allocated in a one-dimensional lattice segment {1, ..., N }. Given the spatial configuration x in Z+N of particles in the system, the probability for the next particle to be
placed at a location k = 1, .., N is specified by a function depending on the current number of particles in the vicinity of k. We introduce a real positive parameter for each site
k = 1, ..., N accounting for its intrinsic allocation capacity. I will discuss the asymptotic
behaviour of our model showing the limit theorem we have proved and its correct time
scale. We characterise the existence of (deterministic and random) limiting points, their
stability and analyse some phase transitions relative to the shape of the growing interface.
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Medical Statistics IV
Thursday, 14:40 - 15:20, Room: CLC203 Ken Wade
Sequential Monte Carlo Methods for Epidemic Data
Jessica Welding, Lancaster University
Epidemics often occur rapidly, with new data being obtained daily. Due to the frequently
severe social and economic consequences of an outbreak, this is a field of research that
benefits greatly from on-line inference. This provides the motivation for developing a Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm that uses a combination of reweighting and resampling to
update current particle values as new information is received. The algorithm constructed
is found to be comparable in estimation capabilities to current Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods, with the advantage of being easily parallelized thereby allowing for a reduction
in computation time.
A continuous-time Markov model for discrete-time observations of respiratory
disease
Chiara Chiavenna, University of Cambridge
Infectious disease epidemiology aims to quantify incidence of epidemics across countries
and age groups, trying to reconstruct the unobservable processes of transmission and
pathogenesis. As the information available is sparse, not systematically collected and
only indirectly informs the quantities of interest, advanced statistical methods are needed
to achieve this aim.
We investigate the relationship between viral circulation and respiratory bacterial infections, with a particular focus on Respiratory syncytial virus and Streptococcus pneumoniae. As these pathogens are characterised by similar transmission pathways and
symptoms, the clinical diagnosis of acute respiratory infection is generally unspecific,
and the relative contribution of each pathogen is often questioned.
A longitudinal cohort study of Thai children, where monthly screening was undertaken
to detect asymptomatic pneumococcal carriage, and clinical diagnosis of lower respiratory
infection was standardised according the WHO definition, provides a favourable setting
to disentangle the disease process. Moreover, a tropical climate, where seasonality is
not clearly shaped by temperature and humidity, challenges findings from temperate
countries.
We use a Markov multistate model for panel data: despite the continuoustime process
of disease onset, recovery and reoccurrence being only intermittently observed, we are able
to estimate the instantaneous rates of transition from asymptomatic to severe infection
as a function of viral circulation and climatic conditions. This is possible assuming
that observations happen at noninformative time points, and that future evolution only
depends on the currently observed state.
Preliminary resuls show that children are expected to be colonised by S. Pneumoniae
within one month from birth and develop a lower respiratory tract infection within seven
months, but the risk is higher during RSV season.
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A Bayesian approach to image-based motion estimation, with applications to
biologically induced flows in the ocean sediment
Donal Harkin, University of Surrey
Consider approximating the flow field of water being pumped through a sample of ocean
sediment, given an initial condition and subsequent images depicting the concentration
of a fluorescent tracer carried by the flow. Previous research suggests that quantifying
image brightness and flow fields as probability distributions within a Bayesian framework
produces superior estimates to those arising from gradient-based approaches, where no
attempt is made to account for observation errors. Here one investigates how the choice
of prior distribution affects: firstly, the angular error of the posterior mean; and secondly,
the computational ease of selecting observation error variances such that the observations
are modal outcomes.
The centre of mass of a random walk
Chak Hei Lo, Durham University
work with Dr. Andrew Wade and Prof. Mikhail Menshikov
Many random processes arising in applications exhibit a range of possible behaviours
depending upon the values of certain key factors. Investigating critical behaviour for
such systems leads to interesting and challenging mathematics. Much progress has been
made over the years, using a variety of techniques. This presentation will give a brief
introduction to the asymptotic behaviour of the
P centre of mass of a d-dimensional random walk Sn , which is defined by Gn = n−1 ni=1 Si , n ≥ 1. Under different moment
assumptions, we note the different behaviour of the recurrence classification of the centre
of mass process in one dimension. On the other hand, we conjecture that all centre of
mass processes in two or higher dimensions are always ’at least as transient’. We also give
a diffusive rate of escape under two moments assumptions. The poster will be a detailed
version of my talk with the focus mainly on the techniques used and an overview of the
assumptions that we require for the theorems.
Scalable MCMC
Callum Vyner, Lancaster University
MCMC methods can be limited due to computational, memory and disk bottlenecks.
To try and circumvent these issues we can can partition our data and prior information
across cores/machines and draw samples in parallel. We then need methods that can
combine these samples in a sensible manner. We hope to highlight some of the issues
that can arise, review current methods and propose possible directions for future research.
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An imprecise statistical method for accelerated life testing using the ArrheniusWeibull model.
Abdullah Ali H Ahmadini, Durham University
Accelerated life testing (ALT) has been used frequently may obtain information on the
life time of devices. Testing items under normal conditions require a lot of time and a
heavy cost. To determine the reliability of the devices tested in short time of period,
accelerated life testing is used frequently in these scenarios. The idea behind ALT is to
test a unit under physical high stress levels (for example, temperature, voltage, or pressure) that are greater than the normal stress level. Therefore, the devices will fail more
quickly, which enables the estimation of the lifetime at the normal conditions using the
extrapolations based on an accelerated life testing model.
There are usually two components concerning ALT; the life distribution (example,
Weibull or Lognormal) and the relationship between failure time and stress level (e.g.
Arrhenius-law or power-law) to extrapolate to lifetime at normal use condition. The
latter is often suggested by engineers on the basis of physical or chemical theory. The
Arrhenius model may be used when the failure mechanism is driven by temperature.
This work represents an examination of the statistical methods based on imprecise
probabilities for accelerated life testing where nonparametric predictive inference at normal stress levels is integrated with a projected parametric Arrhenius-Weibull model. We
consider predictive inference at the normal stress level, in combination with an estimated
parametric Arrhenius model linking observations at dierent stress levels. In this light,
imprecision provides some robustness. For further robustness, we explore imprecision in
the Arrhenius model, which results in observations of increased stress levels to be transformed to interval-valued observations at the normal stress level. Simulation studies are
presented to investigate the performance of the proposed method in order to establish
appropriate links between stress-test levels.
A Rough Path Signature Approach to Arabic Online Handwritten Character
Recognition
Daniel Wilson-Nunn, The Alan Turing Institute
Arabic handwriting poses a new set of challenges previously unseen in Latin and Chinese handwriting. These challenges include the strictly cursive nature of the script, the
changing in shape of each character owing to its position within a word and numerous
different ligatures that occur in handwritten Arabic. Building on recent breakthroughs in
Chinese handwriting recognition using tools from Rough Path Theory, alongside state of
the art Deep Learning techniques, this work introduces the foundations for a Rough Path
Signature approach to Online Arabic character recognition. In the preliminary stages of
this work, results are exceedingly promising, with a recognition rate approximately 5%
higher than the current state of the art tools on the same data set.
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Time Series Modelling and Forecasting of Hospital Overcrowding in Ireland
Jean Abi Rizk, University of Limerick
According to the daily trolley count by the Irish Nurses and Midwives Organisation
(INMO), the overcrowding crisis in Irish hospitals has reached a new record at the start
of 2017 with more than 600 patients on trolleys. This work presents a univariate time
series approach to modelling the INMO trolley count data, in order to present future predictions of the overcrowding in Irish hospitals. The structure of the data exhibits short
and long seasonal patterns. While the seasonal ARIMA models fail to capture multiple
seasonality with long seasonal periods we present a modelling approach that is a combination of a Fourier series to model the long seasonal pattern and a seasonal ARIMA
process to model the short-term dynamics. The forecasts have captured the actual high
records of 2017.
How Beneficial is Individual Patient Data in a Mixed Treatment Comparison?
Joy Leahy,Trinity College Dublin
Individual Patient Data (IPD) from Randomised Control Trials (RCTs) are considered
the gold standard of evidence for a Mixed Treatment Comparison (MTC). However, as
most studies do not report IPD, many MTCs are carried out using aggregate data (AD)
only, or sometimes using IPD where possible, along with AD. My work investigates the
benefit of including varying proportions of IPD studies in an MTC by means of a simulation study.
Decision-theoretic optimal design
Meshayil Alsolmi, University of Southampton
Decision-theoretic basis for optimal design is an alternative approach to the current standard of alphabetical optimal design, based on first-order asymptotic results for the distribution of the Maximum likelihood estimator (MLE). The primary aim is to ask whether
it is sensible to use first-order asymptotic results when the experiment may be small
for the class of non-linear regression models, this is answered via a simulation study for
the compartmental model. It is found that the approximation is poor for small sample
experiments, and it is suggested to use a higher-order approximation of the risk function
in order to enhance the accuracy of the approximation.
The Modality of Multivariate Skew Normal Mixture
Bader Alruwaili, University of Glasgow
Finite mixtures are a flexible and powerful tool that can be used for univariate and multivariate distributions, and a wide range of research analysis has been conducted based on
the multivariate normal mixture and multivariate of a t-mixture. Determining the number of modes is an important activity that, in turn, allows one to determine the number
of homogeneous groups in a population. Existing research in this area have attempted to
identify the upper bound of the number of modes for a normal multivariate mixture. Our
work currently being carried out relates to the study of the modality of the skew normal
distribution in the univariate and multivariate cases, and providing the ridgeline,and the
ridgeline elevation function.
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Bayesian Inference for Continuous Time Markov Chains
Randa Alharbi, University of Glasgow
In Systems Biology, understanding and analysing the system can be achieved by combining experimental work and mathematical modelling which takes into account our existing
knowledge and some assumptions. A well designed model requires selecting a suitable
mechanism which can define the main components of the system and represent an appropriate law that can define the interactions between system’s components. The set of
mechanisms describing the interactions between system’s components is usually based
on some unknown parameters which need to be inferred within a Bayesian framework
by applying a set of computational inference methods: sequential Monte Carlo ABC
(ABC-SMC) and particle marginal Metropolis-Hastings (PMMH). These methods will
be evaluated on a stochastic version of the Repressiltor system.
A statistical extreme value analysis of UK winter wheat production
Emily Mitchell, University of Nottingham
For the past 30 years, wheat has been the most popular crop among UK farmers, due
to its high average yield. Recent evolutions of the socioeconomic context, such as the
Brexit referendum and falling living standards for farmers, have nevertheless prompted
extensive discussions between the government, farmers, and supply chains in an attempt
to enhance further growth and guarantee the financial and environmental sustainability
of UK agricultural businesses.
Using information gathered by the Farm Business Survey in England and Wales, we
first focus on yields reported by UK farmers and suggest an estimate of the maximum
possible yield per hectare. Because yield is not an exhaustive indicator of the performance
of a farm, we then work on the gross and net financial margin of each farm. We perform
a statistical extreme value analysis of the aforementioned indicators, in an adapted extreme value setup and using several estimators such as the moment estimator, maximum
likelihood estimator and the Hill estimator of an extreme value index [Beirlant et al.
2004, Haan and Ferreira 2006], to determine what can be deemed exceptional levels of
performance for a UK farm. Such a study has the potential to enable policymakers to
properly assess if winter wheat farming can be considered viable in uncertain future market conditions, which farms show outstanding performance and also to determine which
farms have the highest potential for improvement so as to guarantee better returns on
government subsidies.
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Risk to global water resources from geoengineering the climate with solar
radiation management
Lorna Burnell, University of Nottingham
Solar radiation management (SRM) is a method of geoengineering which reflects a portion of incoming solar radiation back to space to slow or reverse global temperature rise.
However, whilst simulations suggest that SRM may be able to halt global-mean temperature changes, it won’t be able to counteract all aspects of climate change which threaten
society and ecosystems. One particular concern is that SRM would have a negative effect, reducing the intensity of the global hydrological cycle. A global-scale assessment is
urgently needed to quantify the risks and opportunities that solar radiation management
poses to global water resources. This project will investigate how flooding, drought and
water stress could be affected across the globe through deployment of SRM. Outputs from
global climate model simulations produced for the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP), which looks at modelling the climate impacts of SRM, will be fed
into the global hydrological model Mac-PDM.17 to examine how SRM may influence the
global hydrological cycle. Spatial and temporal patterns of rainfall, flood risk, drought,
and water stress, across the globe, will be investigated under a set of scenarios of SRM
deployment. The project will answer policy-relevant research questions such as: which
parts of the globe will benefit/suffer from solar radiation management; which regions
would be better off with global warming than with a cooler climate achieved by geoengineering; and how long would it take for such changes to occur; all within the context
of global water resources. Particular challenges which will be faced include methods of
disaggregation of monthly climate data to the daily scale, as well as the inherent uncertainty in model projections that comes with any modelling exercise.
System reliability with resilience using the survival signature
Aesha Najem, Durham University
The survival signature has recently been presented as an attractive tools to quantify the
reliability of systems with multiple types of components using the specific role of modelling that separate the structure of the system from the random failure times of the
components. We implement the survival signature concept to determine the change that
might happen in the reliability of a system with multiple types of components , if we
assume that we swap its components of the same type between different locations when
it is necessarily. We find that we able to determine the change that might happen in the
system reliability by two different methods . In the first method, we consider the change
that might happen in the structure of the specific components in the system and we define the survival signature according to specific components. In the second methods, we
consider the change that might happen in the failure times of specific locations instead
of the structure of the specific components in the system and we define the survival signature according to specific locations. While the two methods present the same results,
we finds that the first methods is more attractive than the second method, which is more
complicated.
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An age-period-cohort analysis under rapidly changing circumstances
Thomas Higgins, University of Leeds
An individual is born, lives for a while and then dies. Given their date-of-birth (“cohort”)
and the current date (“period”), their age is determined as period minus cohort. For each
individual in a population, we typically record their period-at-death and age-at-death,
and, for convenience, we round the data down to the nearest integer. However, given
age and period, cohort can take two possible values, and since an individual’s cohort is
constant, this age-by-period rounding only approximately captures the ageing process.
The effects of age, period and cohort on the risk of death could be very different when
studied under age-by-period rounding and age-by-cohort rounding. Our paper explores a
problem of misinterpretation when the number of deaths is rapidly changing: in a study
for the incidence of Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), a period effect interpretable as under-reporting appears under age-by-period data that is not apparent under
age-by-cohort data. Problems of misinterpretation may have affected a large number of
age-period-cohort (APC) studies due to the widespread use of age-by-period data.
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Sponsors
ATASS Sports is a statistical research consultancy providing worldleading modelling and forecasting services to the sports industry.
www.atass-sports.co.uk

The London Mathematical Society is the major UK learned society for mathematics. The Society’s activities include publishing
journals and books, providing grants to support mathematics and
organising scientific meetings and lectures.
www.lms.ac.uk
The International Biometric Society is an international society promoting the development and application of statistical and mathematical theory and methods in the biosciences, including agriculture, biomedical science and public health, ecology, environmental
sciences, forestry, and allied disciplines. The Society welcomes as
members statisticians, mathematicians, biological scientists, and
others devoted to interdisciplinary efforts in advancing the collection and interpretation of information in the biosciences. The Society publishes two journals, Biometrics, reporting communications
consistent with the Society’s mission, and, jointly with the American Statistical Association, the Journal of Agricultural, Biological,
and Environmental Statistics.
www.biometricsociety.org
The Heilbronn Institute supports mathematics in the UK through
Research Fellowships and sabbatical opportunities for mathematicians and data scientists, and through a programme of conferences,
workshops and focused research activities.
www.heilbronn.ac.uk
We are one of the world’s leading organisations to promote the
importance of statistics and data, and have done so since we were
founded in 1834. We’re a professional body for all statisticians and
data analysts – wherever they may live. We have more than 8,000
members in the UK and across the world. They are at the core of
what we do and make us who we are.
As a charity, we advocate the key role of statistics and data in
society, and we work to ensure that policy formulation and decision
making are informed by evidence for the public good.
www.rss.org.uk
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IBEX Innovations Limited (IBEX) was founded by Dr Gary Gibson
in 2010 and really took off in 2011, after investment to develop and
commercialise an innovative X-ray detector technology capable of
generating high sensitivity materials information from standard Xray detectors.
The IBEX technology has developed rapidly from an initial concept to fully engineered solutions, and the company is now seeing
increasing commercial adoption in security, electronics, food inspection and medical markets.
The company is working with the Mathematics Department at
Durham University on development of the core technology and
maintains close links with both the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust and the South Tees NHS Trust to validate medical
imaging applications of the IBEX technology.
www.ibexinnovations.co.uk
At G-Research we research investment strategies to predict price
returns in financial markets across multiple asset classes. We also
develop the research and execution platform to deploy these ideas
in markets globally.
www.gresearch.co.uk
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